MANUAL FOAM DISPENSER - WHITE
FG450017
The Wall Mount Manual Foam Skin Care System offers the perfect
balance between quality and value.
Metered pump provides controlled dose of high-density foam
2,000 hand washes per refill
Antimicrobial push bar helps reduce cross-contamination

MANUAL FOAM DISPENSER STAINLESS STEEL
1853755
The Wall Mount Manual Foam Skin Care System offers the perfect
balance between quality and value.
Metered pump provides controlled dose of high-density foam
2,000 hand washes per refill
Antimicrobial push bar helps reduce cross-contamination
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MANUAL FOAM REFILL - HAND SOAP
WITH MOISTURIZERS
FG450019
The Hand Soap with Moisturizers refill is enriched with skin conditioners
and features a fresh, light citrus fragrance.
Refill delivers up to 2,000 hand washes
Enriched with skin conditioners
Hypoallergenic for sensitive skin

MANUAL FOAM REFILL ANTIBACTERIAL HAND SOAP, E2
2018598
The Enriched Foam Antibacterial refill features soap that kills up to 99.99%
of germs and is both dye-free and fragrance-free.
Refill delivers up to 2,000 hand washes
Active Ingredient: Benzalkonium Chloride
Triclosan-Free
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MANUAL SPRAY DISPENSER WHITE, 800 ML
FG450007
The Wall Mounted Spray Soap System is a cost-effective and
environmentally responsible system.
Economical spray skin care system
Delivers up to 4,000 hand washes per 800 mL refill and up to
2,000 hand washes per 400 mL refill
Revolutionary spray delivers thorough coverage of highly
concentrated soap

MANUAL SPRAY REFILL - HAND
SOAP WITH MOISTURIZERS, 400 ML
FG450011
The Spray Hand Soap with Moisturizers delivers up to 2,000 hand washes
per 400 mL. Revolutionary spray delivers thorough coverage of highly
concentrated soap, and a new pump with every refill eliminates mess,
clogs, and leaks.
Delivers up to 2,000 hand washes per 400 mL refill
Revolutionary spray delivers thorough coverage of highly
concentrated soap
Soap lathers well and contains skin conditioning ingredients
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MANUAL SPRAY DISPENSER METALLIC SANITIZER SYSTEM, 400 ML
FG750176
The Wall Mounted Spray Sanitizing System is a cost-effective and
environmentally responsible system. This superior sanitizing system kills
up to 99.99% of harmful germs. Spray delivery provides thorough hand
coverage and dries rapidly with no stickiness.
Superior sanitizing system kills up to 99.99% of harmful germs
Spray delivery provides thorough hand coverage and dries rapidly
with no stickiness
New pump with every refill eliminates mess, clogs, and leaks

MANUAL SPRAY REFILL - ALCOHOL
HAND SANITIZER, E3, 400 ML
FG450030
The Spray Moisturizing Hand Sanitizer - E3 is for use in the Wall Mounted
Spray Hand Sanitizer System. This superior sanitizing system kills up to
99.99% of harmful germs. Spray delivery provides thorough hand coverage
and dries rapidly with no stickiness.
Superior sanitizing system kills up to 99.99% of harmful germs
Proven in laboratory tests to increase the moisture content of skin
from 12–16%
Spray delivery provides thorough hand coverage and dries rapidly
with no stickiness
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AUTOFOAM DISPENSER –
BLACK/CHROME
FG750411
The AutoFoam Touch-Free Skin Care System provides the highest quality foam
soap in an attractive touch-free dispenser that delivers superior cost savings.

Industry-leading battery life of up to 3 years or 120,000 hand washes
Touch-free delivery eliminates cross contamination to help reduce
the spread of germs
Contemporary “clean look” dispenser available in a variety of
color combinations

AUTOFOAM DISPENSER –
BLACK/GREY PEARL
FG750139
The AutoFoam Touch-Free Skin Care System provides the highest quality foam
soap in an attractive touch-free dispenser that delivers superior cost savings.

Industry-leading battery life of up to 3 years or 120,000 hand washes
Touch-free delivery eliminates cross contamination to help reduce
the spread of germs
Contemporary “clean look” dispenser available in a variety of
color combinations
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LUMECEL™ AUTOFOAM DISPENSER
- BLACK/CHROME
1980826
The LumeCel™ AutoFoam Touch-Free Skin Care System provides the
highest quality foam soap in an attractive touch-free dispenser that is
powered by the LumeCel™ rechargeable energy system.
Like a solar panel capturing energy from the sun, LumeCel™
captures energy from any indoor or natural light source.
No alkaline batteries required
Touch-free delivery eliminates cross contamination to help reduce
the spread of germs

AUTOFOAM HAND SANITIZER STATION
(METAL STAND) - BLACK
FG750824
This all-metal stand with weighted base enables free-standing
AutoFoam dispenser placement for proper hand hygiene anywhere.
Freestanding, all-metal stand enables AutoFoam dispenser
placement for proper hand hygiene anywhere
Weighted base stabilizes the hand sanitizer station for secure placement
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AUTOFOAM REFILL - ENRICHED FOAM
HAND SOAP WITH MOISTURIZERS
FG750112
The Enriched Foam Hand Soap with Moisturizers refill features Green
Seal™ certfied soap with a light floral scent.
High capacity refill delivers up to 2,750 hand washes
More hand washes per refill reduce labor and soap costs
Hygienically sealed refills eliminate potential contamination

AUTOFOAM REFILL - ENRICHED FOAM
ALCOHOL-FREE HAND SANITIZER
FG750593
The Enriched Foam Alcohol-Free Sanitizer features an alcohol-free
formula that leaves no sticky residue.
High capacity refill delivers up to 2,750 hand washes
More hand washes per refill reduce labor and soap costs
Hygienically sealed refills eliminate potential contamination
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FLEX™ DISPENSER - BLACK - 1000 ML,
1300ML
3486592
The Rubbermaid Commercial FLex™ Skin Care System is a perfect balance
of quality, cost and low environmental impact, featuring foam or liquid refills
in one manual dispenser.
Highest yield of hand washes—up to 3,250 per refill
Accurate, adjustable, on-unit dose meter for effective portion
control (0.4, 0.65, 1.0 mL target dosage)
Superior “clean look” styling improves washroom aesthetics

FLEX™ DISPENSER - WHITE, 500 ML
3486589
The Rubbermaid Commercial FLex™ Skin Care System is a perfect balance
of quality, cost and low environmental impact, featuring foam or liquid refills
in one manual dispenser.
Highest yield of hand washes—up to 3,250 per refill
Accurate, adjustable, on-unit dose meter for effective portion
control (0.4, 0.65, 1.0 mL target dosage)
Superior “clean look” styling improves washroom aesthetics
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FLEX™ REFILL - ENRICHED FOAM
HAND WASH, 1300 ML
3486571
The Enriched Foam Hand Wash refill features rich, teal colored foam
soap enriched with Shea Butter and Vitamin E.
Enriched with Shea Butter and Vitamin E
Hypoallergenic for sensitive skin and biodegradable
Rich, teal color foam soap

FLEX™ REFILL - ENRICHED
LOTION HAND WASH, 500 ML
3486572
The Enriched Foam Hand Wash refill features rich, peach colored lotion
soap enriched with Shea Butter and Vitamin E.
Enriched with Shea Butter and Vitamin E
Hypoallergenic for sensitive skin and biodegradable
Rich, peach color foam soap
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ONESHOT® FOAM DISPENSER LOW
PROFILE - POLISHED CHROME
1938171
The OneShot® Foam System sets the standard for quality and reliability
in counter-mounted soap dispensing.
Industry-leading battery life -- up to 2 years or 90,000 cycles
Touch-free delivery eliminates cross-contamination to help reduce
the spread of germs
No clogs, drips, or messy cleanup

ONESHOT® LOTION DISPENSER
- POLISHED CHROME/BLACK
FG401310
The OneShot® Lotion System sets the standard for quality and reliability
in counter-mounted soap dispensing.
Industry-leading battery life -- up to 3 years or 120,000 cycles
Reliable, controlled dispensing of concentrated soaps eliminates
over use and costly waste
No clogs, drips, or messy cleanup
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ONESHOT® LOTION REFILL - ENRICHED
LOTION HAND SOAP WITH
MOISTURIZERS, 800 ML
FG4013111
The Enriched Lotion Hand Soap with Moisturizers refill features Green
Seal™ certfied soap with a light citrus scent.
Enriched with Glycerin
Hypoallergenic for sensitive skin
Light passion flower fragrance

ONESHOT® FOAM REFILL - ENRICHED
FOAM HAND SOAP WITH
MOISTURIZERS, 1600 ML
FG750386
The Enriched Foam Hand Soap with Moisturizers refill features Green
Seal™ certfied soap with a light citrus scent.
For use in OneShot® Foam Dispenser
pH balanced and enriched with skin conditioners
Fresh light citrus fragrance
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TCELL™ 2.0 REFILL - SPRING
BLOSSOMS
1957521
The Rubbermaid Commercial TCell™ 2.0 odor control system refills
dispense a consistent level of high quality fragrance for up to 45 days.
Easy to install and activate
Microtrans odor neutralizer eliminates unpleasant washroom odors
Provides a pleasant washroom experience

TCELL™ 2.0 REFILL - PURE
1967263
The Rubbermaid Commercial TCell™ 2.0 Pure refills dispense a consistent
level of odor neutralizer.
Easy to install and activate
Microtrans odor neutralizer eliminates unpleasant washroom odors
Provides a pleasant washroom experience
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TCELL™ 2.0 REFILL - OPULENCE
1957527
The Rubbermaid Commercial TCell™ 2.0 odor control system refills
dispense a consistent level of high quality fragrance for up to 45 days.
Easy to install and activate
Microtrans odor neutralizer eliminates unpleasant washroom odors
Provides a pleasant washroom experience

TCELL™ 2.0 REFILL - MARINE FRESH
1957525
The Rubbermaid Commercial TCell™ 2.0 odor control system refills
dispense a consistent level of high quality fragrance for up to 45 days.
Easy to install and activate
Microtrans odor neutralizer eliminates unpleasant washroom odors
Provides a pleasant washroom experience

TCELL™ 2.0 REFILL - MANGO BLAST
1957523
The Rubbermaid Commercial TCell™ 2.0 odor control system refills
dispense a consistent level of high quality fragrance for up to 45 days.
Easy to install and activate
Microtrans odor neutralizer eliminates unpleasant washroom odors
Provides a pleasant washroom experience
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TCELL™ 2.0 REFILL - LAVENDER MINT
1957526
The Rubbermaid Commercial TCell™ 2.0 odor control system refills
dispense a consistent level of high quality fragrance for up to 45 days.
Easy to install and activate
Microtrans odor neutralizer eliminates unpleasant washroom odors
Provides a pleasant washroom experience

TCELL™ 2.0 REFILL - ELEGANCE
1957529
The Rubbermaid Commercial TCell™ 2.0 odor control system refills
dispense a consistent level of high quality fragrance for up to 45 days.
Easy to install and activate
Microtrans odor neutralizer eliminates unpleasant washroom odors
Provides a pleasant washroom experience

TCELL™ 2.0 REFILL - DECADENCE
1957528
The Rubbermaid Commercial TCell™ 2.0 odor control system refills
dispense a consistent level of high quality fragrance for up to 45 days.
Easy to install and activate
Microtrans odor neutralizer eliminates unpleasant washroom odors
Provides a pleasant washroom experience
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TCELL™ 2.0 REFILL CUCUMBER MELON
1957524
The Rubbermaid Commercial TCell™ 2.0 odor control system refills
dispense a consistent level of high quality fragrance for up to 45 days.
Easy to install and activate
Microtrans odor neutralizer eliminates unpleasant washroom odors
Provides a pleasant washroom experience

TCELL™ 2.0 REFILL - CITRUS ZEST
1957522
The Rubbermaid Commercial TCell™ 2.0 odor control system refills
dispense a consistent level of high quality fragrance for up to 45 days.
Easy to install and activate
Microtrans odor neutralizer eliminates unpleasant washroom odors
Provides a pleasant washroom experience
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TCELL™ 2.0 DISPENSER - BLACK
1957531
The Rubbermaid Commercial TCell™ 2.0 is a sleek odor control system
that utilizes advanced fuel cell technology to deliver a precise, timed dose of
high-quality fragrance for up to 45 days.
Sleek, modern, compact design
Easy to install and activate
Spill-proof design means the unit can be mounted on any vertical
or horizontal surface

TCELL™ 2.0 DISPENSER BRUSHED CHROME
1972664
The Rubbermaid Commercial TCell™ 2.0 is a sleek odor control system
that utilizes advanced fuel cell technology to deliver a precise, timed dose of
high-quality fragrance for up to 45 days.
Sleek, modern, compact design
Easy to install and activate
Spill-proof design means the unit can be mounted on any vertical
or horizontal surface
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TCELL™ 2.0 DISPENSER - CHROME
1957533
The Rubbermaid Commercial TCell™ 2.0 is a sleek odor control system
that utilizes advanced fuel cell technology to deliver a precise, timed dose
of high-quality fragrance for up to 45 days.
Sleek, modern, compact design
Easy to install and activate
Spill-proof design means the unit can be mounted on any vertical
or horizontal surface

TCELL™ 2.0 DISPENSER - WHITE
1957532
The Rubbermaid Commercial TCell™ 2.0 is a sleek odor control system
that utilizes advanced fuel cell technology to deliver a precise, timed dose
of high-quality fragrance for up to 45 days.
Sleek, modern, compact design
Easy to install and activate
Spill-proof design means the unit can be mounted on any vertical
or horizontal surface

TCELL™ FAN DISPENSER - WHITE
1793544
TCell™ Fan System is an odor control system that utilizes advanced fuel
cell technology to deliver a precise, timed dose of high-quality fragrance for
up to 60 days.
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TCELL™ DISPENSER - BLACK
1793546
The Rubbermaid Commercial TCell™ is an odor control system that
utilizes advanced fuel cell technology to deliver a precise, timed dose of
high-quality fragrance for up to 60 days.
TCell requires no batteries and operates silently.
Covers areas up to 6,000 cubic feet

TCELL™ DISPENSER - CHROME
1793548
The Rubbermaid Commercial TCell™ is an odor control system that
utilizes advanced fuel cell technology to deliver a precise, timed dose of
high-quality fragrance for up to 60 days.
TCell requires no batteries and operates silently.
Covers areas up to 6,000 cubic feet

TCELL™ DISPENSER - WHITE
1793547
The Rubbermaid Commercial TCell™ is an odor control system that
utilizes advanced fuel cell technology to deliver a precise, timed dose of
high-quality fragrance for up to 60 days.
TCell requires no batteries and operates silently.
Covers areas up to 6,000 cubic feet
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TCELL™ REFILL - PURE™ ODOR
NEUTRALIZER
FG402498
The Rubbermaid Commercial TCell™ Pure refills dispense a consistent
level of odor neutralizer.
Formulation contains a blend of plant oils.
Pure controls the full spectrum spectrum of odors and breaks them
down for complete odor removal, leaving no external odors or
odorous by-products.

TCELL™ REFILL - POLAR MIST
FG402111
The Rubbermaid Commercial TCell™ is a sleek odor control system that
utilizes advanced fuel cell technology to deliver a precise, timed dose of
high-quality fragrance for up to 60 days.
Easy to install and activate refill.
Covers areas up to 6,000 cubic feet
TCell requires no batteries and operates silently.
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PUMP - PURE
FG401192
Pump's highly effective, water based refills neutralize odors without the
use of propellants.
Effective in areas up to 6,000 cubic feet.
Countertop or wall mounting capabilities.

PUMP LED DISPENSER - WHITE
FG400695
Pump neutralizes odors through its highly effective, programmable,
non aerosol delivery system.
Effective in areas up to 6,000 cubic feet.
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MICROBURST® 3000 REFILL ORCHARD FIELDS
FG4012561
Microburst® 3000 refills feature high quality, fresh fragrances that last
for 3000 sprays or up to 168 days.
Smaller refills require less storage, space and produce less waste.
Industry leading actuator distributes the finest dry mist for longlasting performance.

MICROBURST® 3000 REFILL - OCEAN
BREEZE
FG4012581
Microburst® 3000 refills feature high quality, fresh fragrances that last
for 3000 sprays or up to 168 days.
Smaller refills require less storage, space and produce less waste.
Industry leading actuator distributes the finest dry mist for longlasting performance.
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MICROBURST® 3000 REFILL MOUNTAIN PEAKS
FG4012571
Microburst® 3000 refills feature high quality, fresh fragrances that last
for 3000 sprays or up to 168 days.
Smaller refills require less storage, space and produce less waste.
Industry leading actuator distributes the finest dry mist for longlasting performance.

MICROBURST® 3000 REFILL - MANGO
FG401690
Microburst® 3000 refills feature high quality, fresh fragrances that last
for 3000 sprays or up to 168 days.
Smaller refills require less storage, space and produce less waste.
Industry leading actuator distributes the finest dry mist for longlasting performance.
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MICROBURST® 3000 REFILL MANDARIN ORANGE
FG402408
Microburst® 3000 refills feature high quality, fresh fragrances that last
for 3000 sprays or up to 168 days.
Smaller refills require less storage, space and produce less waste.
Industry leading actuator distributes the finest dry mist for longlasting performance.

MICROBURST® 3000 REFILL - LINEN
FRESH™
FG4012551
Microburst® 3000 refills feature high quality, fresh fragrances that last
for 3000 sprays or up to 168 days.
Smaller refills require less storage, space and produce less waste.
Industry leading actuator distributes the finest dry mist for longlasting performance.
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MICROBURST® 3000 REFILL CUCUMBER MELON
FG750363
Microburst® 3000 refills feature high quality, fresh fragrances that last
for 3000 sprays or up to 168 days.
Smaller refills require less storage, space and produce less waste.
Industry leading actuator distributes the finest dry mist for longlasting performance.

MICROBURST® 3000 REFILL COUNTRY DELIGHT™
FG4012591
Microburst® 3000 refills feature high quality, fresh fragrances that last
for 3000 sprays or up to 168 days.
Smaller refills require less storage, space and produce less waste.
Industry leading actuator distributes the finest dry mist for longlasting performance.
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MICROBURST® 3000 REFILL CINNAMON SPICE
FG401689

Microburst® 3000 refills feature high quality, fresh fragrances that last
for 3000 sprays or up to 168 days.
Smaller refills require less storage, space and produce less waste.
Industry leading actuator distributes the finest dry mist for longlasting performance.

MICROBURST® 3000 REFILL - BLUE
SPLASH
FG402355
Microburst® 3000 refills feature high quality, fresh fragrances that last
for 3000 sprays or up to 168 days.
Smaller refills require less storage, space and produce less waste.
Industry leading actuator distributes the finest dry mist for longlasting performance.
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MICROBURST® 3000 REFILL - GREEN
TEA
FG750362
Microburst® 3000 refills feature high quality, fresh fragrances that last
for 3000 sprays or up to 168 days.
Smaller refills require less storage, space and produce less waste.
Industry leading actuator distributes the finest dry mist for longlasting performance.

MICROBURST® 3000 REFILL - VANILLA
ROYALE
FG401691
Microburst® 3000 refills feature high quality, fresh fragrances that last
for 3000 sprays or up to 168 days.
Smaller refills require less storage, space and produce less waste.
Industry leading actuator distributes the finest dry mist for longlasting performance.

MICROBURST® 3000 REFILL PREFERENCE PACK
FG401260A
Microburst® 3000 refills feature high quality, fresh fragrances that last
for 3000 sprays or up to 168 days.
Smaller refills require less storage, space and produce less waste.
Industry leading actuator distributes the finest dry mist for longlasting performance.
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MICROBURST® 3000 DISPENSER WITH
LUMECEL™ TECHNOLOGY - WHITE
1955229
The Microburst® 3000, powered by the revolutionary LumeCel™ rechargeable
energy system, offers flexible programming and powerful odor control.

Sleek high-performance aerosol dispenser powered by any indoor
light source using LumeCel technology
Lasts for at least 15 years saving the time and money of purchasing,
storing, replacing and disposing of up to 30 alkaline batteries

Pharmaceutical-grade steel delivers Microtrans Odor Neutralizer
to terminate odors with a variety of air freshening fragrances in
the industry's finest mist (fragrances sold separately)

MICROBURST® 3000 DISPENSER WITH
LUMECEL™ TECHNOLOGY - BLACK
1955228
The Microburst® 3000, powered by the revolutionary LumeCel™ rechargeable
energy system, offers flexible programming and powerful odor control.

Sleek high-performance aerosol dispenser powered by any indoor
light source using LumeCel technology
Lasts for at least 15 years saving the time and money of purchasing,
storing, replacing and disposing of up to 30 alkaline batteries

Pharmaceutical-grade steel delivers Microtrans Odor Neutralizer
to terminate odors with a variety of air freshening fragrances in
the industry's finest mist (fragrances sold separately)
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MICROBURST® 3000 DISPENSER WITH
LUMECEL™ TECHNOLOGY - CHROME
1955230
The Microburst® 3000, powered by the revolutionary LumeCel™ rechargeable
energy system, offers flexible programming and powerful odor control.

Sleek high-performance aerosol dispenser powered by any indoor
light source using LumeCel technology
Lasts for at least 15 years saving the time and money of purchasing,
storing, replacing and disposing of up to 30 alkaline batteries

Pharmaceutical-grade steel delivers Microtrans Odor Neutralizer
to terminate odors with a variety of air freshening fragrances in
the industry's finest mist (fragrances sold separately)

MICROBURST® 3000 LCD DISPENSER BLACK
1793531
Microburst® 3000 aerosol odor controll systems deliver a cost-effective,
programmable solution with all the the power and performance of
standard dispensers.
Sleek, compact high-performance aerosol system in half the size
of standard dispensers.
Flexible programming options include 12/24 hours per day and 5, 6,
or 7 days per week
Proactive display notfies users when to change the refill and battery.
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MICROBURST® 3000 LCD DISPENSER WHITE
1793532
Microburst® 3000 aerosol odor controll systems deliver a cost-effective,
programmable solution with all the the power and performance of
standard dispensers.
Sleek, compact high-performance aerosol system in half the size
of standard dispensers.
Flexible programming options include 12/24 hours per day and 5, 6,
or 7 days per week
Proactive display notfies users when to change the refill and battery.

MICROBURST® 3000 LCD DISPENSER CHROME
1793533
Microburst® 3000 aerosol odor controll systems deliver a cost-effective,
programmable solution with all the the power and performance of
standard dispensers.
Sleek, compact high-performance aerosol system in half the size
of standard dispensers.
Flexible programming options include 12/24 hours per day and 5, 6,
or 7 days per week
Proactive display notfies users when to change the refill and battery.
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MICROBURST® DUET
DISPENSER WHITE/WHITE
FG4870056

Microburst® Duet, a dual-fragrance odor control system, alternates
between two complementary scents.
Alternating scents eliminate fragrance fatigue.
Easy, flexible programming.
Stylish, streamlined designs.

MICROBURST® DUET ALPINE
SPRING/MOUNTAIN PEAKS
3485950
The Rubbermaid Commercial Microburst® Duet refills feature a unique
combination of specially selected, high quality, complementary fragrances.

Alternating scents eliminate fragrance fatigue.
High quality, customer preferred refill fragrances.
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MICROBURST® DUET COTTON
BERRY/REFRESHING CITRUS
3485952
The Rubbermaid Commercial Microburst® Duet refills feature a unique
combination of specially selected, high quality, complementary fragrances.

Alternating scents eliminate fragrance fatigue.
High quality, customer preferred refill fragrances.

MICROBURST® DUET GENTLE
BREEZE/LINEN FRESH
3485949
The Rubbermaid Commercial Microburst® Duet refills feature a unique
combination of specially selected, high quality, complementary fragrances.

Alternating scents eliminate fragrance fatigue.
High quality, customer preferred refill fragrances.

MICROBURST® DUET OCEAN
BREEZE/SEA MIST
3485951
The Rubbermaid Commercial Microburst® Duet refills feature a unique
combination of specially selected, high quality, complementary fragrances.

Alternating scents eliminate fragrance fatigue.
High quality, customer preferred refill fragrances.
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MICROBURST® DUET REFILLS
(PREFERENCE PACK)
3486092
The Rubbermaid Commercial Microburst® Duet refills feature a unique
combination of specially selected, high quality, complementary fragrances.

Alternating scents eliminate fragrance fatigue.
High quality, customer preferred refill fragrances.
Use with Microburst® Duet dispensers

PUMP - PURE
FG401192
Pump's highly effective, water based refills neutralize odors without the use
of propellants.
Effective in areas up to 6,000 cubic feet.
Countertop or wall mounting capabilities.

PUMP LED DISPENSER - WHITE
FG400695
Pump neutralizes odors through its highly effective, programmable,
non aerosol delivery system.
Effective in areas up to 6,000 cubic feet.
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VERONA AUTO FAUCET® IN POLISHED
CHROME - SINGLE HOLE MOUNT
1903281
The Rubbermaid Commercial Auto Faucet® provides reliable touchfree activation promoting a cleaner and healthier environment.
Includes (Kit 4): Spout, Valve Control Module, Thermostatic Mixing
Valve, Hot/Cold Supply Hoses (3/8" comp x 3/8" comp x 12" length)

Touch-free activation eliminates cross-contamination to help reduce
the spread of germs
Surround Sensor technology creates a 3" omni-directional sensing
zone guaranteeing activation every time

MILANO AUTO FAUCET® IN POLISHED
CHROME - 4" CENTER SET, KIT 3
1782743
The Rubbermaid Commercial Milano Auto Faucet® provides reliable
touch-free activation promoting a cleaner and healthier environment.
Includes (Kit 3): Spout, Valve Control Module, Mixing Valve,
Hot/Cold Supply Hoses (3/8" comp x 3/8" comp x 12" length)
Touch-free activation eliminates cross-contamination to help reduce
the spread of germs
Surround Sensor technology creates a 3" omni-directional sensing
zone guaranteeing activation every time
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VENETIAN AUTO FAUCET® 5.5”
GOOSENECK IN POLISHED CHROME 8" CENTER SET DECK MOUNT, KIT 4
FG750355
The Rubbermaid Commercial Auto Faucet® provides reliable touchfree activation promoting a cleaner and healthier environment.
Includes (Kit 4): Spout, Valve Control Module, Thermostatic Mixing
Valve, Hot/Cold Supply Hoses (3/8" comp x 3/8" comp x 12" length)

Touch-free activation eliminates cross-contamination to help reduce
the spread of germs
Surround Sensor technology creates a 3" omni-directional sensing
zone guaranteeing activation every time

AUTO FLUSH® SIDEMOUNT POLISHED
CHROME TOILET (FITS SLOAN OR
ZURN FLUSH VALVES)
FG401187A
The Rubbermaid Commercial Sidemount Automatic Flush Urinal Valve
is a touch-free flushing system for toilets.
Keeps fixtures flushed and presentable.
Cost effective for high traffic washrooms.
World class reliability
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AUTO FLUSH® CLAMP POLISHED
CHROME URINAL
FG401804A
The Rubbermaid Commercial Clamp Automatic Flush Urinal Valve is a
touch-free flushing system for urinals.
Keeps fixtures flushed and presentable.
Cost effective for high traffic washrooms.
World class reliability

AUTO JANITOR® LED DISPENSER
- CHROME
1793507
Cleans and deodorizes toilets and urinals while providing a clean fresh
scent for the restroom.
Programmable dispenser operates round-the-clock automatically cleaning
fixture surfaces, day and night, at 15, 30, or 60 day refill cycles

Concentrated foaming action cleans and reduces bacteria
growth everywhere the water goes
Auto Janitor® BioFlush® formula is enzyme-based to help
prevents scale build-up in drain pipes
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AUTO JANITOR® CLEANER &
DEODORIZER REFILL - LINEN FRESH
FG400978
Auto Janitor® refills cleans and deodorizes toilets and urinals while
providing a clean fresh scent for the restoom
Concentrated foaming action cleans and reduces bacteria
growth everywhere the water goes
Refills deliver consistent metered dosage of cleaning chemical
and fragrance
Auto Janitor® BioFlush® formula is enzyme-based to help
prevents scale build-up in drain pipes
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AUTO JANITOR® CLEANER &
DEODORIZER REFILL MANDARIN ORANGE
FG400980
Auto Janitor® refills cleans and deodorizes toilets and urinals while
providing a clean fresh scent for the restoom
Concentrated foaming action cleans and reduces bacteria
growth everywhere the water goes
Refills deliver consistent metered dosage of cleaning chemical
and fragrance
Auto Janitor® BioFlush® formula is enzyme-based to help
prevents scale build-up in drain pipes

AUTO JANITOR® CLEANER &
DEODORIZER REFILL COUNTRY DELIGHT
FG400982
Auto Janitor® refills cleans and deodorizes toilets and urinals while
providing a clean fresh scent for the restoom
Concentrated foaming action cleans and reduces bacteria
growth everywhere the water goes
Refills deliver consistent metered dosage of cleaning chemical
and fragrance
Auto Janitor® BioFlush® formula is enzyme-based to help
prevents scale build-up in drain pipes
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AUTO JANITOR® BIOFLUSH® DRAIN
MAINTENANCE REFILL
FG400055
Auto Janitor® BioFlush® formula is enzyme-based to help prevent scale
build-up in drain pipes
Chelating and Buffering agents attack soils, salts and hard
water deposits
Quaternary ingredients eliminate mold, bacteria and mildew that
cause malodors in fixtures

CLEAN SEAT FOAM 400 ML DISPENSER
– WHITE
FG402310
Provide an added level of personal hygiene to washroom users.
Antimicrobial push bar with silver-ion technology reduces
cross-contamination

CLEAN SEAT REFILL - FOAM
FG402312
Provide an added level of personal hygiene to washroom users.
Alcohol-based solution removes dirt and debris and eliminates the
need for messy and awkward seat covers
Foam refill dispenses 1000 shots of 0.4 mL per dose
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AUTOCLEAN® LED DISPENSER CHROME (KIT W/ 1 1/2” CONNECTOR)
FG500410
Deliver powerful formulas that attack and eliminate odors at the
source— automatically cleaning fixture surfaces, day and night.
Easy in-line installation allows cleaning solution to reach the hard to clean
areas, such as rim holes, ensuring that the whole fixture is cleaned

Refills deliver consistent metered dosage of Purinel® SC to
prevent build-up of calcium on pipes and scaling
Flexible programming options: up to 90 day refill cycle settings

AUTOCLEAN® CLEANER &
DEODORIZER REFILL - PURINEL® SC DRAIN MAINTAINER & CLEANER
FG400586
The Rubbermaid Commercial Purinel Drain Maintainer and Toilet Cleaner is
designed for use with automatic hygiene systems for urinals and toilets.

For use with automatic hygiene systems for urinals and toils
Cleans and sanitizes toilets and drains
Helps maintain drain health
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AUTOCLEAN® CLEANER &
DEODORIZER REFILL - LINEN FRESH
FG401591
AutoClean® Systems deliver powerful formulas that attack and eliminate
odors at the source—automatically cleaning fixture surfaces, day and night
Easy in-line installation allows cleaning solution to reach the hard to
clean areas, such as rim holes, ensuring that the whole fixture is
cleaned

Refills deliver consistent metered dosage of Purinel® SC to
prevent build-up of calcium on pipes and scaling
Flexible programming options: up to 90 day refill cycle settings

AUTOCLEAN® CLEANER &
DEODORIZER REFILL - MANDARIN
ORANGE
FG401532
AutoClean® Systems deliver powerful formulas that attack and eliminate
odors at the source—automatically cleaning fixture surfaces, day and night
Easy in-line installation allows cleaning solution to reach the hard to
clean areas, such as rim holes, ensuring that the whole fixture is
cleaned

Refills deliver consistent metered dosage of Purinel® SC to
prevent build-up of calcium on pipes and scaling
Flexible programming options: up to 90 day refill cycle settings
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BABY CHANGING STATION HORIZONTAL
FG781888LPLAT
Created from high-density polypropylene to reduce moisture absorption,
the baby station meets all global ASTM, ADA, EN safety standards.
Meets all global ASTM, ADA, EN safety standards.
Easy-reach hooks
Antimicrobial protection
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BABY CHANGING STATION LINERS
FG781788WHT
The Rubbermaid Commercial Baby Changing Table Pad fits many sizes of
baby changing stations and features 2-ply construction for durability and
antimicrobial protection.
Fits many baby stations to allow for easy cleaning
Laminated 2-ply construction for maximum absorption and
antimicrobial protection
Absorbs liquid to increase the life of the baby changing table

SANITARY BIN 3 GALLON - WHITE
FG750243
Designed to provide a safe and hygienic way to dispose of sanitary waste.
An easy to access foot pedal enables hands-free trash disposal,
and a deep chute helps prevent trash from getting stuck.
Features a smooth contoured shape that allows for easy cleaning.

SANITARY BIN 3 GALLON - GRAY
FG750244
Designed to provide a safe and hygienic way to dispose of sanitary waste.
An easy to access foot pedal enables hands-free trash disposal,
and a deep chute helps prevent trash from getting stuck.
Features a smooth contoured shape that allows for easy cleaning.
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SANITARY NAPKIN RECEPTACLE
WITH RIGID LINER
FG614000WHT
The Sanitary Napkin Receptacle is space efficient and easy to service.
Features a tight-fitting lid to contains odors.
Removable rigid liner is easy to clean and maintain.

SANITARY BIN 5 GALLON LINERS - 15
PER ROLL
FG402339
For use with Rubbermaid Commercial Sanitary Bins.
Sanitary Bins are lined so the interior is never soiled.
Liners are resistant to moisture, punctures, and tearing.
Simplifies waste disposal while imporving hygiene.
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SANITARY BIN 3 GALLON LINERS - 15
PER ROLL
FG750443
For use with Rubbermaid Commercial Sanitary Bins.
Sanitary Bins are lined so the interior is never soiled.
Liners are resistant to moisture, punctures, and tearing.
Simplifies waste disposal while imporving hygiene.

SANISENSE BIN DEODORIZER™
FG402348
SaniSense Bin Deodorizer™ for the SaniBin system to provide a safe
and hygienic way to dispose of sanitary waste.
Provides a safe and hygienic way to dispose of sanitary waste.
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26 IN MULTILINGUAL "CAUTION"
STABLE SAFETY SIGN, 2-SIDED,
YELLOW
FG9S0900YEL
Unique “no tip” design is 2-sided for effective multilingual safety
communication that utilizes ANSI/OSHA-compliant color and graphics.

“Caution” warning message imprinted in English, French, and
Spanish provides effective communication to a broad audience
Self-opening feet provide a wide, stable base
Low center of gravity helps prevent tipping when bumped, kicked,
or windblown

EXECUTIVE SERIES™ 26 IN
MULTILINGUAL "CAUTION" SIGN, 2SIDED, BLACK
1867505
Sleek, lightweight "Caution" sign is 2-sided for effective multilingual
safety communication that won't disrupt a building's image.
Sleek and lightweight sign for effective safety communication
“Caution” warning message imprinted in English, French, and
Spanish provides effective communication to a broad audience
Folds and has integrated carry handles to provide easy transport
and storage on cleaning carts, rim caddies, and in closets

20 IN MULTILINGUAL "WET FLOOR"
POP UP FLOOR CONE, YELLOW
FG9S0000YEL
Quantity: 1
Collapsible sign automatically deploys when removed from wallmounted storage tube. Multilingual safety communication utilizes
ANSI/OSHA-compliant color and graphics
Collapsible and automatically deployed cone design
“Caution” warning message imprinted in English, French, and
Spanish provides effective communication to a broad audience
3-sided design is highly visible from multiple directions
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EXECUTIVE SERIES™ 22 IN
WOODEN MULTILINGUAL
"CAUTION" SIGN, 2 SIDED, SILVER
1867508
Quantity: 1
Elegant, dark hardwood "Caution" Sign is 2-sided for effective
multilingual safety communication that won't disrupt a building's image.
Elegant wood frame and sleek gold sign for effective safety
communication
“Caution” warning message imprinted in English, French, and
Spanish provides effective communication to a broad audience
Durable plastic feet help protect wood finish from spills

28 IN - 50 IN MULTILINGUAL "CLOSED
FOR CLEANING" HANGING DOORWAY
SAFETY SIGN, YELLOW
FG9S1600YEL
Quantity: 1
"Closed For Cleaning" hanging sign is on an extendable pole to block
doorways and entrances up to 50" wide and utilizes ANSI/OSHAcompliant color
Twisting action secures extendable pole in doorways up to 50" wide
to prohibit entry
“Closed For Cleaning” message imprinted in English, French, and
Spanish provides effective communication to a broad audience

Soft, pliable sign rolls around pole for easy storage
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RUBBERMAID PULSE™ MOP CLIP
2034272
The Rubbermaid Commercial PULSE™ Mop Clip conveniently fits on the Slim
Jim® Rim Caddy to store and transport the Rubbermaid PULSE™ Mop.

The Rubbermaid PULSE™ Mop features an onboard cleaning
solution reservoir for quick cleanups on-the-go.
The Rubbermaid PULSE™ Mop Clip and Slim Jim® Rim Caddy Stick
Tool Tray securely hold the mop in place during transport.

SLIM JIM® CADDY BAG
2032939
The Rubbermaid Commercial Slim Jim® Caddy Bag maximizes space
efficiency by providing onboard storage for all of the supplies needed for
cleaning and liner changes on-the-go.
The Slim Jim® Caddy Bag paired with the slim profile of a Slim
Jim® container allows for easy maneuvering in the tightest spaces.
Features 19 pockets to store and transport common cleaning tools
for quick cleanups and mobile waste collection.
Durable vinyl construction stands up to the toughest
commercial environments and is easy to clean.
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SLIM JIM® RIM CADDY KIT
2032953
The Rubbermaid Commercial Slim Jim® Rim Caddy Kit is a purposebuilt system to store and transport common cleaning tools.
Features purpose-built solutions for storing and transporting
common cleaning tools. The Slim Jim® Rim Caddy Kit includes an
integrated dustpan holder, dedicated hooks to hold a safety sign,
and space for storing up to 3 spray bottles.
The slim profile of a Slim Jim® container paired with the Slim Jim®
Rim Caddy allows for easy maneuvering in the tightest spaces.
Each Slim Jim® Rim Caddy Kit includes a Stick Clip, Wide Hook and
Peg Hook that can be arranged into hundreds of different
configurations onto five dedicated tool rails.

BRUTE® RIM CADDY YELLOW
FG9W8700YEL
The Rubbermaid Commercial BRUTE® Rim Caddy snaps securely onto the
rim of 44 Gallon BRUTE® Containers.
Snaps securely onto the rim of 44 Gallon BRUTE®Containers.
Integrated bag straps allow for easy can liner attachment.
User-friendly handle improves maneuverability and minimizes
contact with refuse.
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BRUTE® EXECUTIVE SERIES
CADDY BAG BLACK
1867533
Turn your Rubbermaid Commercial BRUTE® container into a cleaning
cart with storage and transport for spray bottles, wet-floor signs, lobby
dust pan, brushes, liners, gloves, and other cleaning supplies
Numerous pockets for all your cleaning supplies
Durable vinyl material for easy cleaning
Fits 32- and 44-Gallon BRUTE® Containers

BRUTE® DOLLY BLACK
FG264000BLA
Rubbermaid Commercial BRUTE® Dolly smoothly and efficiently transports
20, 32, 44, and 55-gallon BRUTE® containers easily and quickly.

Provides easy mobility and maneuverability when collecting
and transporting heavy loads.
Supports loads up to 250 lbs.
Innovative twist-lock design keeps containers secure
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VENTED BRUTE® 44 GAL GRAY
FG264360GRAY
Innovative venting channels make lifting out liners up to 50% easier,
improving productivity and reducing the risk of injury.
Integrated cinches secure the liner, allowing for efficient knot free liner
changes. Tested to 20,000 cycles.
Rounded handles make lifting and moving easier, and are reinforced
to resist tearing or damage from even the heaviest loads.
Reinforced base is specifically engineered to be dragged over
rough surfaces, extending life and overall durability even in the
toughest environments.

SLIM JIM® 4 GAL STEP ON RESIN
FRONT STEP GRAY
1883599
Quantity: 1
The Rubbermaid Commercial Slim Jim® Step-On Container features a
slim profile and small footprint to fit in tightest spaces. Slim Jim® StepOn containers are constructed with premium-quality materials and meet
the needs of any environment with efficiency, safety, and durability.
Slim Jim® Step-On containers constructed with premium-quality
plastic meet the needs of any environment with efficiency, safety, and
durability.
Slim profile and small footprint maximize space to fit in tightest spaces.
Internal hinge design prevents wall damage.
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HYGEN™ 18 IN MICROFIBER WET PAD,
SUPER SCRUBBER, YELLOW
FGQ81000YL00
The Rubbermaid Commercial HYGEN™ Microfiber Super Scrubber Wet Pad is

constructed of a premium split nylon/polyester-blend microfiber with vertical
scrubber stripes to help remove stubborn spots and clean into tile grout lines.

Vertical polypropylene scrubber stripes remove stubborn spots and
clean into tile grout lines
Dense 3 - 5 micrometer quality fiber removes more dust, dirt
and microbes than conventional cleaning products
Advanced hook-and-loop pad holds-up under harsh
laundering conditions and attaches pads more securely

HYGEN™ 18 IN MICROFIBER WET PAD,
HIGH ABSORBENCY, BLUE
FGQ41600BL00
The Rubbermaid Commercial HYGEN™ Microfiber High Absorbency Wet
Pad is made from premium split nylon/polyester blend microfiber and can
absorb 24 ounces of liquid to respond to big spills.
Addresses big spils by absorbing up to 24oz of liquid
Cleans 45% better than string mops and 25% better than
conventional microfiber mops
Patented zig-zag design packs 17% more microfiber in each mop
than conventional microfiber mops
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HYGEN™ 18 IN MICROFIBER DUST PAD,
FRINGE, GREEN
FGQ41800GR00
The Rubbermaid Commercial HYGEN™ Microfiber Dust Pads with fringe
trap and lock away dust, dirt, and debris while fringe grabs and holds
larger particles.
Fringed dust mops provide significantly greater surface area versus
non-fringed dust mops for faster cleaning
Dense 3 - 5 micrometer quality fiber removes more dust, dirt
and microbes than conventional cleaning products
Advanced hook-and-loop backing holds-up under harsh
laundering conditions and attaches pads more securely
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EXECUTIVE SERIES™ HYGEN™ 18
IN MICROFIBER WET PAD, GRAY
1863895
The Rubbermaid Commercial HYGEN™ Wet Pads are constructed of
premium split nylon/polyester blend microfiber that provides optimal wet
mopping performance.
Cleans 45% better than string mops and 25% better than
conventional microfiber mops
Patented zig-zag design packs 17% more microfiber in each mop
than conventional microfiber mops
Advanced hook-and-loop pad holds-up under harsh
laundering conditions and attaches pads more securely

HYGEN™ 18 IN MICROFIBER WET PAD,
BLUE
FGQ41000BL00
The Rubbermaid Commercial HYGEN™ Wet Pads are constructed of
premium split nylon/polyester blend microfiber that provides optimal wet
mopping performance.
Cleans 45% better than string mops and 25% better than
conventional microfiber mops
Patented zig-zag design packs 17% more microfiber in each mop
than conventional microfiber mops
Dense 3 - 5 micrometer quality fiber removes more dust, dirt
and microbes than conventional cleaning products
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HYGEN™ 17 IN QUICK CONNECT
FRAME, YELLOW
FGQ56000YL00
Quantity: 1
The Rubbermaid Commercial HYGEN™ Quick-Connect Frames features
a flat profile that slides easily under furniture and equipment.
Lightweight aluminum construction for improved productivity is safe
for MRI rooms
Features a nylon swivel joint for flexible maneuvering
Rounded plastic end caps help protect walls and furniture

HYGEN™ 11 IN FLEXI FRAME, BLACK
FGQ85500BK00
Quantity: 1
The Rubbermaid Commercial HYGEN™ Microfiber Flexi-Frame conforms
to curved surfaces for better pickup of dirt and debris, allowing users to
clean faster and more effectively.
Clean faster and more effectively with the HYGEN™ Flexi-Frame
Frame flexes to clean both contoured and flat surfaces for better
pickup of dirt and debris
Arc shape pulls dirt, hair, and debris toward the center for better pickup

HYGEN™ FLEXI FRAME WET
PAD COVER, BLUE
FGQ89100BL00
Quantity: 1
The Rubbermaid Commercial HYGEN™ Microfiber Flexi-Frame Wet Pad
Cover is ideal for general mopping, with or without chemicals.
Ideal for general mopping, with or without chemicals
Withstands up to 200°F water for bleach-free laundering
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HYGEN™ PULSE™ MICROFIBER
HIGH-CAPACITY CADDY, WHITE
FGQ966000000
The Rubbermaid Commercial HYGEN™ PULSE™ High-Capacity Caddy
allows users to easily clean up to 10,000 square feet, reducing the frequency
of trips to the supply closet.
Clean up to 10,000 sq ft
Reduce frequency of trips to the supply closet

EXECUTIVE SERIES™ HYGEN™
PULSE™ MICROFIBER MOP FRAME,
SINGLE-SIDED, BLACK
1863884
The Rubbermaid Commercial HYGEN™ PULSE™ Microfiber Wet Pad is made
with split-blended microfiber that traps and locks away dust, dirt, and debris.
Clean more square feet in less time with the HYGEN™ PULSE™ Mop

Advanced hook-and-loop backing holds-up use after use as well
as under the harsh daily laundering conditions to ensure the pads
are securely attached
Double finished edges retains mop shape with use over time
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GENERAL SPILL MOP PADS, GRAY
2017059
Pads are made with highly absorbent material designed for quickly removing
up to 32 ounces of liquid, water-based spills. Pads turn liquid into gel so that
once liquid is fully absorbed, it will not drip.
10 pack dispensing carton is compact enough to fit easily in most spaces
Each pad is made with highly absorbent material designed for
quickly removing liquid, water-based spills
Pads turn liquid into gel so that once liquid is fully absorbed, it will not
drip

BIOHAZARD SPILL MOP PADS, YELLOW
2017060
Biohazard pads are made with highly absorbent material designed for quickly
removing liquid, biohazard spills. Pads turn liquid into gel so that once liquid
is fully absorbed, it will not drip.
10 pack dispensing carton is compact enough to fit easily in most spaces
Each pad is made with highly absorbent material designed for
quickly removing liquid, biohazard spills.
Pads turn liquid into gel so that once liquid is fully absorbed, it will not
drip
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SPILL MOP HANDLE, YELLOW
2017161
Extandable handle is designed specifically for use with Spill Mop Pads
and Biohazard Spill Mop Pads.
Made for use with Spill Mop Pads (2017059) and Biohazard Spill
Mop Pads (2017060)
Extends to 47.5" for use and compacts to 22.2" for easy and
compact storage

BIOHAZARD SPILL MOP KIT
2031094
Kit includes everything you need for a convenient solution to quickly clean
up liquid, biohazard spills.
Includes: Spill Mop Storage Cabinet (2017162), pack of 10 Biohazard
Spill Mop Pads (2017060) and Spill Mop Handle (2017161)

Cabinet can hold handle and up to two packs of Spill Mop Pads
or Biohazard Spill Mop Pads (20 mop pads)
Can be mounted on most wall surfaces for quick and convenient
access in the event of spills
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EXECUTIVE SERIES™ LOBBY
BROOM, WOOD HANDLE, BLACK
FG253600BLA
The Rubbermaid Commercial Lobby Broom is ideal for one-handed
cleaning under tables, fixtures, and hard-to-reach areas.
Wooden handle

LOBBY PRO® UPRIGHT
DUSTPAN, BLACK
FG253120BLA
Lobby Pro® Dust Pan FG253120 has a stylish pan design. Durable rear
wheels improve wear resistance and extend product life. Bracket and
brooms sold separately.
Stylish pan design. Durable rear wheels improve wear resistance
and extend product life. Bracket and brooms sold separately.
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24 OZ WEB FOOT® BLEND SCRUBBING
WET MOP, UNIVERSAL HEADBAND,
WHITE
2036132
The Rubbermaid Commercial Scrubbing Wet Mop features an integrated
scrubbing headband that removes stuck-on messes faster without
interrupting the mopping process.
Integrated scrubbing headband removes stuck-on debris 2x faster
than a traditional Rubbermaid Commercial Products wet mop.
Universal scrubbing headband is compatible with side-loading
Invader® and clamp-style Gripper® handles.
Double-sided and securely sewn-in scrubbing headband lasts the life
of the mop.

#24 DISPOSABLE WET MOP, 5 IN
HEADBAND, WHITE
2025507

The Rubbermaid Commercial Disposable Wet Mop helps workers reduce
the spread of dirt and grime, resulting in cleaner floors.
Removes 3X More Dirt and Grease* (*Vs. RCP economy cotton mops)
No Break-In Period for Immediate Peak Performance
Reduced Quat Binding* (Vs. used RCP economy cotton mops after
8-hour Quat exposure)
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INVADER® 60 IN FIBERGLASS WET
MOP HANDLE, GRAY
FGH14600GY00
Invader® Side Gate Handle’s thumb wheel clamps the mop firmly in
place; should be used with 1" (2.5 cm) headband mops only.
Invader® Side Gate Handle’s thumb wheel clamps the mop firmly
in place; should be used with 1" (2.5 cm) headband mops only

GRIPPER® 60 IN FIBERGLASS WET MOP
HANDLE, GRAY
FGH24600GY00
Gripper® Clamp Style Handles hold mop firmly between the jaws of the
mop handle; should be used with 5" (12.7 cm) headband mops only.
Gripper® Clamp Style Handles hold mop firmly between the jaws of the
mop handle; should be used with 5" (12.7 cm) headband mops only

WAVEBRAKE® 18 QT DIRTY
WATER BUCKET, RED
2064907
The Rubbermaid Commercial WaveBrake® Dirty Water Bucket keeps dirty
water separate from clean water, helping to reduce the potential for crosscontamination. Executive Series™ WaveBrake® include the dirty water
bucket as standard.
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WAVEBRAKE® 35 QT SIDEPRESS BUCKET AND WRINGER,
DRAIN, YELLOW
2031764
With features that surpass traditional mop buckets, the new generation of
WaveBrake® helps to clean floors with less effort to get the job done
safer, without sacrificing quality and durability.
IMPROVE SAFETY AND PRODUCTIVITY Patented WaveBrake
baffles result in less splashing while mopping and maneuvering,
helping to create a safer environment for patrons and staff.
Additionally, water stays in the bucket, eliminating unnecessary trips
to the storage closet to fill up the bucket, enhancing productivity.
80% LESS SPLASHING - Molded-in WaveBrake baffles disrupt wave
formation, reducing splash up to 80% versus leading competitors.
*versus competitive U.S. 35qt single compartment mop bucket and
wringer, not including divider bucket and accessories.

CONVENIENT TO EMPTY The new generation of the WaveBrake
mop bucket is designed to safely empty water with less effort. A footoperated drain helps to empty heavy mop buckets into floor drains,
eliminating the strain associated with lifting and bending. For
facilities where sinks are used, integrated handles, sink ledge, and a
pour spout provide control while lifting and emptying, for a safe and
stable
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EXECUTIVE SERIES™ 32 OZ
SPRAY BOTTLE, WHITE
FG9C03060000
Makes cleaning easier and more effective
Adjustable nozzle, sprays up to 30"
High-volume 3-cc spray
Solid HDPE bottle withstands drops and bumps

HYGEN™ DISPOSABLE MICROFIBER
CLOTH STARTER KIT, WHITE
1928756
The Rubbermaid Commercial HYGEN™ Disposable Microfiber is
proven to remove 99.9% of microbes, including C. diff spores, to stop
the chain of infection when used with water alone.
Proven to remove 99.9% of microbes, including C. diff spores
Microfiber cleaning with built-in scrubbing power
Effectively removes dirt without smearing
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HYGEN™ 16 IN X 16 IN MICROFIBER
CLOTH, 12 PACK, BLUE
FGQ62000BL00
The Rubbermaid Commercial HYGEN™ cloths with built-in scrubbers
deliver debris removal when dust cleaning and better liquid absorption for
damp cleaning.
Cleans 25% better than conventional microfiber and traditional
cotton cloths
Proven to remove 99.9% of microbes
Patented zig-zag scrubbers make cleanup quick and easy

HYGEN™ 16 IN X 16 IN MICROFIBER
CLOTH, 12 PACK, GREEN
FGQ62000GR00
The Rubbermaid Commercial HYGEN™ cloths with built-in scrubbers
deliver debris removal when dust cleaning and better liquid absorption for
damp cleaning.
Cleans 25% better than conventional microfiber and traditional
cotton cloths
Proven to remove 99.9% of microbes
Patented zig-zag scrubbers make cleanup quick and easy
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HYGEN™ 16 IN X 16 IN MICROFIBER
CLOTH, 12 PACK, RED
FGQ62000RD00
The Rubbermaid Commercial HYGEN™ cloths with built-in scrubbers
deliver debris removal when dust cleaning and better liquid absorption for
damp cleaning.
Cleans 25% better than conventional microfiber and traditional
cotton cloths
Proven to remove 99.9% of microbes
Patented zig-zag scrubbers make cleanup quick and easy

HYGEN™ 16 IN X 16 IN MICROFIBER
CLOTH, 12 PACK, YELLOW
FGQ61000YL00
The Rubbermaid Commercial HYGEN™ cloths with built-in scrubbers
deliver debris removal when dust cleaning and better liquid absorption for
damp cleaning.
Cleans 25% better than conventional microfiber and traditional
cotton cloths
Proven to remove 99.9% of microbes
Patented zig-zag scrubbers make cleanup quick and easy
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EXECUTIVE SERIES™ 16 IN X 16 IN
MICROFIBER LIGHT DUTY CLOTH, GRAY
1863889
The Rubbermaid Commercial Microfiber Light Duty Cloth is a quality
microfiber product that provides superior cleaning performance and
germ removal compared to traditional cloths.
Superior cleaning performance keeps all types of work surfaces in
top shape with these versatile microfiber cloths for wet cleaning or
dry dusting
Superior germ-removing microfiber is proven to remove 99.9%
of microbes to provide a safer, cleaner environment for guests
and employees
Quick cleanups are easy using our Microfiber Light Duty Cloths,
Spray Bottles (FG9C03060000), and the choice of one of our Carry
Caddies (1880995 or 1880994) or Pails (1857391 or 1875378)

EXECUTIVE SERIES™ HYGEN™ 16 IN X
16 IN GLASS MICROFIBER CLOTH, 12
PACK, BLUE
FGQ63000BL00
The Rubbermaid Commercial HYGEN™ Mirror and Glass Cloths feature
premium microfiber construction for scratch-free and lint-free cleaning.

Premium microfiber construction with quality weave and
double-finished edges
Designed for scratch- and lint-free cleaning of glass and
mirrored surfaces
Durable for up to 500 launderings (up to 200 with Bleach)
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MAXIMIZER™ 3-IN-1 FLOOR PREP
TOOL, YELLOW
2018782
The Rubbermaid Commercial Maximizer™ cleaning tools help workers save time
by reducing steps in a task, reducing the time of a step and reducing user effort.
Engineered to last and designed to perform in a variety of common spaces,
Maximizer cleaning tools deliver fast, consistent results shift after shift.

The new Maximizer cleaning tools from Rubbermaid Commercial
Products help workers save time by reducing steps in a task, reducing
the time of a step and reducing user effort. Engineered to last and
designed to perform in a variety of common spaces, Maximizer
cleaning tools deliver fast, consistent results shift after shift.
Built-in tool attachments clean the toughest messes
Tools include: - Durable scrubber for general cleaning - Eraser to lift
scuffs - Scraper to remove stuck on debris -Quick Change Solid Handle
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MAXIMIZER™ 3-IN-1 SCUFF REMOVER
PAD, GREEN
2018786
The Rubbermaid Commercial Maximizer™ cleaning tools help workers save time
by reducing steps in a task, reducing the time of a step and reducing user effort.
Engineered to last and designed to perform in a variety of common spaces,
Maximizer cleaning tools deliver fast, consistent results shift after shift.

The new Maximizer cleaning tools from Rubbermaid Commercial
Products help workers save time by reducing steps in a task, reducing
the time of a step and reducing user effort. Engineered to last and
designed to perform in a variety of common spaces, Maximizer
cleaning tools deliver fast, consistent results shift after shift.
Compatible with the Maximizer 3-in-1 Floor Prep Tool
Lifts stubborn floor scuffs left behind by traditional cleaning tools

MAXIMIZER™ 3-IN-1 MEDIUM
SCRUBBER PAD, GRAY
2018784
The Rubbermaid Commercial Maximizer™ cleaning tools help workers save time
by reducing steps in a task, reducing the time of a step and reducing user effort.
Engineered to last and designed to perform in a variety of common spaces,
Maximizer cleaning tools deliver fast, consistent results shift after shift.

The new Maximizer cleaning tools from Rubbermaid Commercial
Products help workers save time by reducing steps in a task, reducing
the time of a step and reducing user effort. Engineered to last and
designed to perform in a variety of common spaces, Maximizer
cleaning tools deliver fast, consistent results shift after shift.
Compatible with the Maximizer 3-in-1 Floor Prep Tool
Designed for general cleaning
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MAXIMIZER™ 3-IN-1 REPLACABLE
SCRAPER, BLACK
2018787
The Rubbermaid Commercial Maximizer™ cleaning tools help workers save time
by reducing steps in a task, reducing the time of a step and reducing user effort.
Engineered to last and designed to perform in a variety of common spaces,
Maximizer cleaning tools deliver fast, consistent results shift after shift.

The new Maximizer cleaning tools from Rubbermaid Commercial
Products help workers save time by reducing steps in a task, reducing
the time of a step and reducing user effort. Engineered to last and
designed to perform in a variety of common spaces, Maximizer
cleaning tools deliver fast, consistent results shift after shift.
Compatible with the Maximizer 3-in-1 Floor Prep Tool
Removes dry, stuck-on debris left behind by traditional cleaning tools

MAXIMIZER™ 10 FT OVERHEAD
CLEANING TOOL, YELLOW
2018824
The Rubbermaid Commercial Maximizer™ cleaning tools help workers save time
by reducing steps in a task, reducing the time of a step and reducing user effort.
Engineered to last and designed to perform in a variety of common spaces,
Maximizer cleaning tools deliver fast, consistent results shift after shift.

The new Maximizer cleaning tools from Rubbermaid Commercial
Products help workers save time by reducing steps in a task, reducing
the time of a step and reducing user effort. Engineered to last and
designed to perform in a variety of common spaces, Maximizer
cleaning tools deliver fast, consistent results shift after shift.
Cleans hard to reach spaces with less effort
Multi-directional rotating head delivers better leverage when
cleaning overhead surfaces
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MAXIMIZER™ QUICK CHANGE
SQUEEGEE, BLACK
2018801
The Rubbermaid Commercial Maximizer™ cleaning tools help workers save time
by reducing steps in a task, reducing the time of a step and reducing user effort.
Engineered to last and designed to perform in a variety of common spaces,
Maximizer cleaning tools deliver fast, consistent results shift after shift.

The new Maximizer cleaning tools from Rubbermaid Commercial
Products help workers save time by reducing steps in a task, reducing
the time of a step and reducing user effort. Engineered to last and
designed to perform in a variety of common spaces, Maximizer
cleaning tools deliver fast, consistent results shift after shift.
Squeegee easily connects to the Maximizer Quick Change handle
EVA Foam Rubber Blades designed for easy removal of liquids

MAXIMIZER™ QUICK CHANGE SCRUB
BRUSH, BLACK
2018802
Quantity: 1
The Rubbermaid Commercial Maximizer™ cleaning tools help workers save time
by reducing steps in a task, reducing the time of a step and reducing user effort.
Engineered to last and designed to perform in a variety of common spaces,
Maximizer cleaning tools deliver fast, consistent results shift after shift.

The new Maximizer cleaning tools from Rubbermaid Commercial
Products help workers save time by reducing steps in a task, reducing
the time of a step and reducing user effort. Engineered to last and
designed to perform in a variety of common spaces, Maximizer
cleaning tools deliver fast, consistent results shift after shift.
Scrub brush easily connects to the Maximizer Quick Change handle
Durable polypropylene bristles retain shape through repeated use
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EXECUTIVE SERIES™ HYGEN™
MICROFIBER FLEXI-WAND DUSTING
SLEEVE, WHITE
FGQ85300WH00
The Rubbermaid Commercial HYGEN™ Microfiber Flexi-Wand Dusting
Sleeve easily traps dust, hair, and larger particles.
Easily collects dust, hair, and larger debris
Works great for cleaning furniture and bed covers
Wet or dry cleainng allows users to trap the largest amount of dust
and dirt

HYGEN™ QUICK CONNECT FLEXI
WAND, WITH MICROFIBER DUSTING
SLEEVE
FGQ85000BK00
Quantity: 1
The Rubbermaid Commercial HYGEN™ Microfiber Quick-Connect FlexiWand and Duster helps easily clean vents, furniture, bed covers, uniquely
shaped fixtures, and more.
Easily bends and conforms to irregular shapes to allow users to
clean crown molding, tops of cabinets, and other areas
Quick-Connect Handle allows Flexi-Wand to be used with any of our
telescoping handles (1863882 & 1863883)
Washable duster sleeve slides on and off for easy replacement
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MAXIMIZER™ QUICK CHANGE DUSTER
FRAME, GRAY
2018790
The Rubbermaid Commercial Maximizer™ cleaning tools help workers save time
by reducing steps in a task, reducing the time of a step and reducing user effort.
Engineered to last and designed to perform in a variety of common spaces,
Maximizer cleaning tools deliver fast, consistent results shift after shift.

The new Maximizer cleaning tools from Rubbermaid Commercial
Products help workers save time by reducing steps in a task, reducing
the time of a step and reducing user effort. Engineered to last and
designed to perform in a variety of common spaces, Maximizer
cleaning tools deliver fast, consistent results shift after shift.
Duster Frame easily connects to the Maximizer Quick Change handle
Frame accepts Rubbermaid HYGEN™ Duster sleeves (sold separately)

MAXIMIZER™ 24 IN BLEND DUST MOP
PAD, YELLOW
2018810
The Rubbermaid Commercial Maximizer™ cleaning tools help workers save time
by reducing steps in a task, reducing the time of a step and reducing user effort.
Engineered to last and designed to perform in a variety of common spaces,
Maximizer cleaning tools deliver fast, consistent results shift after shift.

Hook and loop backing attaches securely to frame
All-sewn construction
Pre-treated for peak performance right out of the package
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MAXIMIZER™ 24 IN DUST FRAME,
HANDLE, E-Z ACCESS SCRAPER,
YELLOW
2018808
The Rubbermaid Commercial Maximizer™ cleaning tools help workers save time
by reducing steps in a task, reducing the time of a step and reducing user effort.
Engineered to last and designed to perform in a variety of common spaces,
Maximizer cleaning tools deliver fast, consistent results shift after shift.

EZ Access Scraper connects to handle for quick clean up of
stuck-on debris
Lightweight system weighs 30% less than standard RCP Dust Mop
Frame & Handle
Scraper features stainless steel blade for durability and superior
wear resistance

18 IN CLOSET ORGANIZER / TOOL
HOLDER KIT, GRAY
FG199200GRAY
Helps increase productivity and efficiency through better tool storage and
access
S-hooks holds 5/8" to 1 1/4" (16 cm to 32 cm) handle diameters
Deep double hooks afford easy accessibility
Clip holder for work notes and instructions
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14.5 IN TOILET BOWL BRUSH, PLASTIC
HANDLE, POLYPROPYLENE FILL, WHITE
FG631000WHT
Quantity: 1
The Rubbermaid Commercial Toilet Brush with Plastic Handle is ideal
for commercial, medical, and industrial applications.
The Rubbermaid Commercial Products Toilet Brush with Plastic Handle is
ideal for commercial, medical, and industrial applications. The sturdy
plastic toilet bowl brush handle is suited for moderate to heavy cleaning. A
hole near the end of the toilet brush handle allows the toilet cleaning brush
to be hung for storage. The white polypropylene bristles are resistant to
stains, odors, bacteria, fungi, and wear.

Resistant to stains, odors, bacteria, fungi, and wear
Reliable toilet bowl brush kelps keep washrooms clean

EXECUTIVE QUICK CART, LARGE
1902465
Quantity: 1
The Rubbermaid Commercial Executive Quick Cart is the industry’s most
durable mobile cart solution for housekeeping, janitorial and maintenance
environments.
REPELS WATER, OIL, AND STAINS with Teflon® fabric protector
coating to maintain aesthetics and protect against daily use.
HIGH PERFORMANCE MATERIAL construction provides strength
and rigidity to withstand rigorous daily use.
HEAVY-DUTY KICK PLATE increases durablity.
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TRUCK SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions
• 33ft X 12ft X 8.7Ft

Parking
• 5 Horizontal parking spots
• 2 Vertical parking spots

Set up time
• Arrive 30-60 Minutes before event start time
• Allow for 30min set up
• Allow for 30min break down
Source: EPA, Advancing Sustainable Materials Management: 2013 Fact Sheet

